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general, in a view of the Balkan situation, a man who would
never fail Russia in case of a war with Germany.186
One of the first tasks which occupied M. Poincare's
attention, after forming his "National Ministry/' was the
cementing of closer relations with England. The Haldane
Mission and the possibility of an Anglo-German rapproche-
ment caused him some uneasiness, in spite of Sir Edward
Grey's assurances. He therefore welcomed a curious step
taken by Sir Francis Bertie, the English Ambassador at
Paris. Although Grey was making no concessions which
would satisfy Germany, Bertie feared that in the future he
might change his mind under the influence of men like
Lord Loreburn, Harcourt, and the other members of the
Cabinet who were more eager for an understanding with
Germany, and who might make trouble if they learned of
the Anglo-French military and naval "conversations" which
had been going on for six years but of which they had not
been informed. Bertie therefore quite privately and un-
officially suggested to Poincare that he would do well to
point out firmly to Grey the dangers involved in any neu-
trality agreement with Germany. Taking the hint, but not
revealing where it came from, Poincare sent an energetic
despatch to Paul Cambon to this effect. Cambon presented
the substance of it to Grey on March 29.187 This was the
very day on which the British Cabinet finally decided to
give its negative answer to Bethmann's neutrality formula,
and buried the hopes which had centered in the Haldane
Mission.188 It is not clear whether Cambon's interview
came before or after the Cabinet meeting, nor whether it
had any decisive effect on England's action. That Poincare
may have boasted later to Izvolski of having wrecked the
186L.N., I, 326, 346 ff.; II, 10, 15, 345, 570.
is? Poincare, I, 170-178.
.188Q.P., XXXI, 210 ff. Germany suspected that Grey's negative
attitude was partly caused by French pressure (ibid., 144, 476 ff., 4892,),

